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 The debate on the effectiveness of loyalty programs is like a “half-full half-empty glass“ 
discussion. Loyalty programs work, albeit they enhance behavior of a minority rather than 
a majority of customers; often of low- and moderate-level buyers, rather than heavy 
buyers (Chapter 2).  
 On the aggregate level, promotional mailings in the coalition loyalty programs have little 
effect on the behavior of program members, while direct cross-vendor effects of 
promotional mailings are absent (Chapter 3). 
 The use of multiple channels enhances the effects of promotional mailings to loyalty 
program members (Chapter 3).  
 The mere act of rewarding enhances customer behavior in the weeks before reward 
redemption, even when cardholders already have enough points for the reward (Chapter 
4). 
 To increase the effectiveness of loyalty programs a stronger understanding of customer 
behavior within loyalty programs is required (Chapters 1 & 2). 
 “Only as high as I reach can I grow, only as far as I seek can I go, only as deep as I look 
can I see, only as much as I dream can I be”. (Karen Ravn)  
 “Per Aspera ad Astra!” (the Latin saying for "Through hardships to the stars") should not 
be only the guiding star for every PhD student, but for every human. The odds are there to 
beat! 
 Elie Wiesel once said: “The opposite of love is not hate, it's indifference. The opposite of 
art is not ugliness, it's indifference. The opposite of faith is not heresy, it's indifference. 
And the opposite of life is not death, it's indifference.“ I would add to it: The opposite of 
knowledge is not the lack of it, it’s indifference towards it. 
 
